WHY JAYDON CAN’T READ: 
THE TRIUMPH OF 
IDEOLOGY OVER EVIDENCE 
IN TEACHING READING

The current entrenched rate of illiteracy among Australian children is unnecessary and avoidable, write Jennifer Buckingham, Kevin Wheldall and Robyn Beaman-Wheldall.

Governments across Australia recognise the importance of literacy. Billions of dollars have been spent on programs aimed at improving the literacy of school children in the last decade alone. These programs have most often focused on low-performing students and those most at risk of having low reading achievement—students from low socioeconomic status (SES) backgrounds and Indigenous students. Yet national and international tests show that average achievement is static, with no reduction in the proportion of Australian students at the lowest performance levels and no increase in the proportion of students at the highest performance levels—if anything, the trend is in the wrong direction. Low SES and Indigenous students are still strongly over-represented among students with the lowest standards of reading at primary and secondary levels.

This lack of improvement, despite significant investment of financial and human resources over many decades, suggests that the problem of poor literacy is intractable. High quality research evidence and case studies of individual schools contradict this conclusion. With exemplary teaching, and effective and timely intervention, more students can achieve higher levels of reading achievement and fewer will fail to learn to read, irrespective of their family background. The problem is that too many children are not receiving exemplary instruction. A persistent ‘research-to-practice gap’ has prevented the widespread adoption of effective methods for teaching reading, with profoundly negative consequences for children.

All other English-speaking nations have experienced the same problem with translating knowledge into action, but the degree to which it is extant largely depends on the success of government policy. In the United Kingdom, where policy on reading instruction is now highly prescriptive as a result of the Rose review in 2006, there are indications of improved reading levels. There has been lesser improvement in the United States, where the policy was ambitious but difficult to implement. With ambiguous...
policies, Australia and New Zealand languish at the bottom of English-speaking nations in the 2011 Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS). This essay investigates why the highly robust scientific evidence on reading instruction has yet to influence classroom teaching in Australia.

What is effective reading instruction?
It is important to distinguish between teaching reading and teaching literacy. Reading refers to the ability to decode, recognise and draw meaning from the printed word. It is a specific and measurable process. Literacy, in educational parlance, is a broader term that involves 'listening to, reading, viewing, speaking, writing and creating oral, print, visual and digital texts, and using and modifying language for different purposes in a range of contexts.' This essay is about the teaching of reading, particularly initial and remedial reading. Initial reading instruction and remedial reading instruction are highly specialised and well-researched disciplines of study. Although the principles of effective evidence-based reading instruction apply generally, it is vital in the early years of school and for struggling readers.

Strong differences of opinion among educators on what constitutes effective methods of reading instruction have been dubbed ‘the reading wars’—with proponents of phonics-based instruction on one side and ‘whole language’ instruction on the other.

Strong differences of opinion among educators on what constitutes effective methods of reading instruction have been dubbed ‘the reading wars’—with proponents of phonics-based instruction on one side and ‘whole language’ instruction on the other.11 It is a false dichotomy, however.12 Phonics, when taught properly, provides beginning readers with the skills and knowledge to decode and read familiar and unfamiliar words, avoiding the need to remember every word in written English by sight.13 Whole language methods focus on children using their reading skills in context, enjoying the experience of reading and appreciating the meaning of words.

Unfortunately, whole language advocates deny the importance of phonics skills in learning to read, claiming that reading is acquired naturally—like speech. In the whole language approach, if phonics is taught, it is only incidentally and in context.14 For example, the English Teachers Association of NSW advises that when children come across an unknown word, they should be encouraged to ‘predict’ or guess it, even though it has long been known that predicting words using context and picture cues has a low probability of accuracy, particularly when the text becomes more complex.15 Accurate phonic decoding is listed as a strategy of last resort.

Advocates of evidence-based effective reading instruction, however, do not promote phonics as a singular, complete approach to the teaching of reading. Phonics instruction is one essential component of a comprehensive initial reading program—it is necessary but not sufficient on its own.16 Good reading programs are equally strong in developing higher order skills that lead to understanding and analytical response.17

There is a large and robust body of scientific evidence on how children acquire reading skills early and quickly. It shows that effective reading instruction has five main components or ‘big ideas’: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension. It also shows that the best way to teach these skills is through explicit instruction by clearly explaining, demonstrating and guiding students to develop these skills.18

Reading instruction that incorporates the five big ideas and teaches them in an explicit and systematic way is effective for all children. It is, however, particularly effective for children most at-risk of difficulties in learning to read—low SES students, Indigenous students, and boys.19

Although phonics is only one part of a comprehensive reading program, it warrants special attention. Many teachers and reading programs purport to teach phonics, but do not reflect the specific set of research literature devoted to the most effective way of teaching phonics.20 The research literature shows that phonics is most effectively taught by the ‘synthetic’ approach—a
highly structured, sequential and explicit method that teaches beginning and remedial readers how to construct words from the smallest language ‘building blocks’ of letters and letter combinations, and their corresponding sounds. Implicit or incidental teaching of phonics is not effective evidence-based reading instruction.

Why do so many children still struggle to learn to read?

According to reading researchers, the whole language approach has dominated the teaching of reading in Australian schools over the last 30 years. This contention is supported by pro-whole language statements and articles by high-profile literacy academics in university education faculties and teacher professional organisations. In addition, despite short-term efforts and positive rhetoric, no government in Australia has implemented policies leading to the widespread adoption of effective evidence-based reading instruction. It has sometimes been a case of one step forward, three steps backwards. In 2009, the NSW government published three papers on teaching reading, focusing on the elements of instruction most often misunderstood or entirely missing from initial reading instruction—phonemic awareness and phonics. These documents were praised by reading scientists and created some optimism that change may be afoot. By 2012, after a change of government, these documents were removed from the education department website and can now be obtained only through special request. In 2010, the NSW education department implemented in a number of state schools an initial reading instruction program that claims to be research-based, but does not resemble effective evidence-based reading instruction as understood in the scientific reading research literature.

Unlike the negligible positive impact of system-level programs, marked improvement has been observed in individual schools as result of school-driven initiatives. For example, Bellfield Primary School (closed in 2010), Ballajura Primary School, Goondi State School, and Innisfail East State School have all shown remarkable improvements in their reading levels after adopting proven, explicit teaching methods. The MiniLit and MultiLit remedial reading programs—comprehensive programs that incorporate all five ‘big ideas’ of reading—provide more evidence of the power of good instruction. Various versions of the programs have been used in tutorial centres, schools and reading clinics for more than a decade. Numerous evaluations in this time show that children accelerate their reading progress, often achieving reading levels average for their age, and sometimes higher.

If we know what works in teaching children to read, what is the problem?

The most effective teachers (as determined by the reading score growth of their class) used a highly structured approach to introduce phonics content, and then embedded the knowledge in a wider context to encourage generalisation. Many teachers are not using the most effective methods for teaching reading

Although there has been no comprehensive audit of literacy lessons in schools, surveys and research projects have provided evidence that the quality of teaching of reading is highly variable in Australian schools. A study of initial reading instruction in a national sample of 200 classrooms found wide (statistically significant) differences in reading growth. The most effective teachers (as determined by the reading score growth of their class) used a highly structured approach to introduce phonics content, and then embedded the knowledge in a wider context to encourage generalisation. A study of 33 Catholic primary schools in Victoria found a strong emphasis on explicit phonics teaching and widespread use of commercial phonics programs, but noted a lack of integration of this component into richer literature-based activities and writing.

Methods with weak proof for their effectiveness are still widely used. A survey of special education teachers in a national sample of schools reported a disproportionate use of evidence-based practices but also reported moderate-to-high levels of using interventions with poor research support.
The most widely used early intervention program in primary schools is Reading Recovery. In NSW, it is the only formal remedial reading program fully funded by the state government, even though it does not include all the components of effective evidence-based reading instruction, and despite research findings questioning its efficacy among children with the most serious reading difficulties. Reading intervention relies heavily on one-to-one programs, which are expensive and therefore available to limited numbers of students. In a Response to Intervention (RtI) model of teaching and assessment, struggling readers are first provided with support in small groups, reserving one-to-one tuition for students with the most serious reading difficulties. RtI offers a more cost-effective approach but has rarely been used.

Perhaps the strongest evidence of ineffective teaching is the substantial number of children who have failed to achieve even the most basic level of reading ability after three years of schooling.

Perhaps the strongest evidence of ineffective teaching is the substantial number of children who have failed to achieve even the most basic level of reading ability after three years of schooling. In the 2012 NAPLAN tests, 38,000 Year 3 students (13.8%) were at or below the (very low) minimum standard for reading. This does not include students exempt from testing, such as children with disabilities and new migrants. This is the equivalent of 100 average size primary schools full of cognitively able children who are poor readers despite an estimated 1,200 hours of reading instruction. There are thousands more non-readers in the higher grades.

The evidence on effective teaching methods, and phonics in particular, has not bypassed teachers and schools entirely. Australian researchers have repeatedly found positive attitudes about ‘code-based’ reading instruction methods among pre-service and in-service teachers in surveys since 2005. A growing awareness in schools of the need for phonics instruction can also be seen in the strong market for commercial phonics programs. Retailers and distributors of commercial phonics programs say thousands of schools across Australia have bought Jolly Phonics and other popular programs such as THRASS and the Spalding Method. But according to the product consultants, more sales of phonics programs have not translated into better outcomes for numerous reasons. Product sales do not necessarily mean the products are used well, or even used at all. Training, which focuses on using the product resources, is insufficient, particularly for teachers without a strong grasp of language structure. The research described below indicates that this may be typical.

**The ‘Peter effect’ in language skills—One cannot give what one does not possess**

In the Bible, when a beggar asked the apostle Peter for money, he replied that he could not give what he did not have himself. In the context of education, the ‘Peter effect’ is ‘one cannot teach what one does not know.’ Low entrance requirements have resulted in pre-service teachers whose personal literacy skills may be inadequate to teach reading effectively.

This view is supported by research surveys showing that teacher educators and senior school staff in a national sample of university education faculties and schools had low levels of confidence in the personal literacy skills of beginning teachers. Half the senior school staff surveyed said beginning teachers were ‘fairly well’ prepared, and only 4% said beginning teachers were ‘well’ prepared in personal literacy competence. Similarly, teacher educators in focus groups held for the National Inquiry into Teaching Literacy (NITL) reported that ‘many [teacher education] students lacked the literacy skills required to be effective teachers of literacy’ and needed explicit teaching themselves about meta-linguistic concepts. The report also noted that not all universities required pre-service teachers to address this problem as a condition of graduation.

Studies conducted in the United Kingdom, the United States and Australia have repeatedly found that a large proportion of pre-service and in-service teachers had insufficient knowledge of meta-linguistics—basic language constructs such
as phonological awareness and morphology—to be able to use it in their teaching. For example, a study in Victoria found that only 9% of pre-service teachers and 18% of in-service teachers knew that the word ‘box’ has four speech sounds. Only 38% of pre-service teachers and 52% of in-service teachers could identify the correct definition of a syllable. A study conducted in Queensland likewise found that pre-service teachers had ‘weak’ and ‘rudimentary’ awareness of the language constructs that underpin phonics.

It therefore appears that the ground has shifted somewhat. The importance of phonemic awareness and phonics in teaching reading seems to be widely acknowledged among teachers, but many have neither the personal literacy skills nor the requisite professional and practical knowledge to teach them well.

**Teacher education does not prepare teachers to use effective reading instruction**

The 2005 NITL report concluded that teachers were not ‘adequately equipped with the evidence-based knowledge and practical strategies’ to teach essential reading skills. An audit for the inquiry found that in almost all 34 four-year primary education teaching degree courses, less than 10% of time in compulsory subjects was spent on preparation to teach reading. In half the degree courses, it was less than 5% of time. The audit did not scrutinise the content of the courses, leaving open the question of whether even this small amount of time was spent wisely. In a newspaper interview in 2008, inquiry chairman Ken Rowe said nothing had changed in universities since the inquiry because:

> Higher education providers of education and those who provide ongoing professional development of teachers, with a few exceptions, are still puddling around in postmodernist claptrap about how children learn to read.

Several other Australian studies support this assessment. Three-quarters of pre-service teachers in a Queensland university reported that they did not feel well prepared to teach reading and had been given no training in phonics instruction. In a survey of pre-service teachers in Victoria, more than half said their courses advocated whole language approaches to teaching reading, and expressed low confidence in their ability to teach reading to students with learning disabilities and Indigenous students. A national survey of beginning teachers found many were unsatisfied with their practical preparation for teaching reading, the main criticism being ‘too much theory, not enough instruction.”

The importance of phonemic awareness and phonics in teaching reading seems to be widely acknowledged among teachers, but many have neither the personal literacy skills nor the requisite professional and practical knowledge to teach them well.

**Why are teachers not taught or required to use effective evidence-based reading instruction?**

The two major influences on teaching methods in schools are the university teacher education faculties that graduate all teachers in Australian schools—state, Catholic and independent—and government education departments, particularly state governments. Even though much of the debate over reading standards and quality teaching occurs in the public sphere, history shows that the battle of ideas in the media has little sustained effect on the priorities of academia. Some academics are derisive about public debates over education, claiming that such debates are manufactured crises for political gain and bemoan the popular appeal of ‘common sense language’ instead of ‘scholarly, academic writing.”

There appears to be an ideological hegemony among university education faculties and state education departments that actively or passively works against implementing effective evidence-based reading instruction. In many cases, the commitment to whole language is vested or professional—the result of a career built on promoting whole language pedagogies, seemingly disregarding the accumulation of evidence
against it. Eminent researcher Margot Prior has likened it to ‘religious’ devotion.\textsuperscript{51} For some, however, whole language philosophy and teaching of reading are enclosed in a broader economic and cultural ideology of social and economic equality.\textsuperscript{52}

Another important factor in the research-to-practice gap in reading instruction is that scientific knowledge is not privileged in education research, practice or policy development. Levin identifies four main problems emerging from research on ‘knowledge mobilisation’ from research to practice:

1. poor links between researchers and users
2. lack of interest and outright resistance to research evidence
3. inadequate research
4. likelihood that policy will be influenced by politics rather than evidence.\textsuperscript{53}

An anti-science sentiment prevails in some Australian education faculties and teacher professional organisations, especially those that promote whole language.\textsuperscript{60} An anti-science sentiment prevails in some Australian education faculties and teacher professional organisations, especially those that promote whole language.\textsuperscript{60} The English Teachers Association of NSW bases its position statement on teaching reading on ‘psycholinguistic research, evolutionary theory and linguistic phenomena such as homographs and homonyms.’\textsuperscript{61} For example, University of Wollongong Professor Brian Cambourne denies the superiority of the scientific method and criticised the NITL for restricting its literature review to scientific studies. He suggested the inquiry should have included qualitative research that answered questions like, ‘What’s happening and what do these happenings mean?’ and ‘How does Mrs Smith set up her kindergarten classroom so that children learn to listen closely to what each other says?’\textsuperscript{62}

The resistance of university education faculties to embracing effective evidence-based reading instruction might be mitigated if government education departments—employers of 65% of Australia’s teachers and creators of curriculum, assessment and policy—were a positive influence on quality teaching methods. That they have not been a positive influence to date is not for lack of investment of financial and human resources, but because of a rather misplaced and misguided effort.

This essay will not chronicle government policies on the teaching of reading, but several recent examples at the federal and state level illustrate the point. One of the key education reforms of the Gillard government was the development of a national curriculum. Although the draft
literacy curriculum referred to all elements of effective evidence-based instruction, Learning Difficulties Australia pointed out that it had a number of important weaknesses in its conception of initial instruction, particularly the appropriate sequence of content, and did not provide clear guidelines for skills progression. These weaknesses remain in the published curriculum. Another major policy announcement of the federal government was a ‘Reading Blitz,’ reportedly at a cost of $1.1 billion—the equivalent of $8,000 for each primary school teacher in Australia. The public information does not indicate that this policy required schools to implement effective evidence-based reading instruction. Specific educational terms such as ‘running records’ and ‘phonemics’ are used inappropriately and ambiguously, suggesting a lack of expertise in policy development. Every primary school teacher in Australia could be provided with extensive professional development in initial and remedial reading instruction for a fraction of the cost of the Reading Blitz policy.

In the last several years, there has been a concerted effort by the NSW government to develop strong evidence-based policy on teaching, but with mixed results. It has established a research body—the Centre for Educational Statistics and Evaluation—to gather and synthesise education research to inform policy. A Ministerial Advisory Group on Literacy and Numeracy (MAGLAN) was convened to provide expert guidance, particularly in early literacy. Unfortunately, the MAGLAN report exemplifies the flawed approach to developing policy on reading instruction that has plagued Australia’s school system. The advisory group members, although distinguished educators and researchers, were not experts in the specific scientific field of reading instruction. Consequently, the report contained a number of misrepresentations of research on reading, including conflation of precise and non-interchangeable educational terms. This has serious ramifications—if policy is to have the desired effect it must be based on the most accurate information. There is a new website called ‘Effective Practices in Literacy and Numeracy,’ but it does not provide any guidance to schools on effective evidence-based reading instruction, or any practical advice on how to identify and support students with reading difficulties.

NSW is not atypical; policy development on reading and literacy in all governments is consistently undermined by the vagaries of the political cycle, a reliance on non-expert ‘experts,’ and misallocation of vital resources into ineffective programs, partly because of persistent failure to evaluate programs properly. This cycle must be broken if the successes seen in individual schools are to be shared across the country.

What can be done?

This essay has not touched on the role of children’s home environments in reading development, the importance of which is irrefutable. In terms of policy, however, the immediate benefits will be gained from focusing efforts on providing the highest quality education. Ensuring that all children have the opportunity to receive effective evidence-based reading instruction requires changes at three levels—governments, universities, and schools.

Governments must cease wasting money on ineffective ‘add-on’ programs that add to the burden of schools. If more money is to be spent on schools, it should be spent on up-skilling classroom and learning support teachers. The Response to Intervention (RtI) model is being under-utilised, but is potentially a more effective and cost-effective approach for schools to identify and offer timely intervention for struggling readers.

Although it is tempting to suggest that all schools should be required to implement government-designated reading instruction programs that meet the criteria of effective evidence-based reading instruction, such a proposition carries the risk of any monolithic policy—one fails, all fail. Some level of professional autonomy must be allowed to schools. One way around this problem is the British government’s policy of creating a list of approved reading programs from which schools can choose. Schools wishing to use a different program must provide justification, including support from parents.

Neither the federal government’s established bodies for quality control in higher education—the
Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL) and the Tertiary Education Quality Standards Agency (TEQSA)—nor the various state-based teacher registration authorities have proven themselves capable of ensuring that teacher education courses are producing graduate teachers with the necessary skills to teach reading effectively. Positive steps are being taken at federal and state levels to lift the calibre of pre-service teachers by making it more difficult to enrol in teacher education courses, but this does not guarantee the quality of the training they receive.

Arguably, every teacher education course should have, at minimum, a one semester subject on the five ‘big ideas’ of effective reading instruction, and practical training in how to teach them. Again, the most obvious answer is to enforce stronger requirements on universities through tied funding but, as with schools, increased government intervention can do more harm than good. A consumer, market-driven approach might be preferable. The National Council on Teacher Quality is an independent non-profit organisation that has evaluated almost all of the more than 1,300 teacher education courses in the United States and rated them on various criteria. Prospective teacher education candidates can use this information to decide where to enrol, just as schools can use it in their hiring decisions. Such a project is feasible in Australia, with the government compelling universities to provide the information and data required by any organisation that undertook it.

Research funding bodies must be more discerning about the research they support. Educational research is not of a routinely high standard in Australia and therefore rarely influential. Relatively little funding is available for educational research—about $240 million was spent on education research in 2008–09 (latest published statistics), compared to more than $4 billion on health. The enormous interest in international assessments like the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), and widespread analysis of the data, shows an appetite and respect for good research in education. Yet such surveys are not a substitute for high quality experimental studies. Good quantitative research is expensive but ultimately less expensive than ineffective programs. Research funding in Australia should prioritise scientifically valid, replicable and reliable studies.

For their part, schools must be less willing to accept as inevitable the large numbers of students who do not learn to read. Without diminishing the importance of the role of parents, it is schools that are charged with the major responsibility for children’s academic education. Where schools have taken this responsibility seriously, and taken all possible steps to achieve their goal, success has followed.

Conclusions
The current entrenched rate of illiteracy among Australian children is unnecessary and avoidable. Poorly conceived government policies and university education faculties wedded to outdated and unproven teaching methods have each contributed to the situation. Billions of dollars have been spent, only to have thousands of children complete school without the most fundamental skill required for a happy, productive life—the ability to read. Realistically, there will always be some children who struggle to learn to read, but with effective instruction and timely intervention, the number of children who need ongoing support can be drastically minimised.
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